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The HDPE geomembrane waterproofing system was commissioned in August
2007, seeing the inauguration of the Venetian Resort grand opening. The
flexible lining system replaced the concrete structure, reduced the construction
cost to just a small fraction. A final service of the system was carried out upon
the expiry of the 10 years warranty this November, coinciding with the necessity
of repair after typhoon Hota and Pahkar’s reckless damage.

Leak Location Survey (LLS) was conducted to identify possible damage to the
lining system. It is a sensitive electrical testing method to accurately pin point
leaks on the liner that naked eyes would miss. It identifies localized anomalous
areas of high current density when an electric current passes through the liner
via a small leak, down to a few mm. Special probing device and scanning
equipment were used to locate this area of abnormality, therefore the leak.
The technique is performed based on two international testing methods: ASTM
D7007-15 (Standard Practice for Locating Leaks in Geomembrane with Water or
Earthen Material) and ASTM D7953-14 (Standard Practices for Electrical Leak
Location on Exposed Geomembranes Using The Arc Testing Method).

LLS probing for current 
abnormality (ASTM D7007)

Venetian Macau – Lagoon Waterproofing System 
Electronic Leak Location Survey

a clean and dry liner surface, any dirt and wetness are sensitive to circuit accuracy. LLS was completed from
October 30 through November 08. The lagoon is lined with a 2.5 mm HDPE geomembrane liner with an
underlying geocomposite over an area of roughly 28,000 square meters. Only the impermeable HDPE liner was
surveyed.

Sixty-one leak signals were found. Sizes varies from 5mm to 150mm in diameter and slit up to 400mm long. The
locations of these damages are referenced and recorded for repair which were done by sealing pin hole with
extrudate and patching over large opening with fresh liner. Stanley has all the details.

Overall inspection after repair

Holes located by probing

Dewatering and surface preparation work commenced on October 16 to ensure   

Extrusion patching repair to hole
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New Product / Application
Unique Percussion Driven Mechanical Anchor
Platipus is a unique percussion driven mechanical anchor designed and made in UK. It is a soil anchor fabricated
to length and load requirement in a single unit with 5 components:

Bat anchor with soil nail

Slope stabilization and erosion mat anchor

Stealth anchor with steel wire and 
anchor plate

Low capacity anchor 
with steel wire or 

plastic cable

Plapitus is an ideal fastener of erosion/scouring control, shallow slip remedial, temporary cut stability, retaining
structure tie back, rock retention, buoyancy control, guyed structure, scaffolding security, foundation support and
surface cover anchor. Ask for Gary at gary@g-and-e.com.

Extra adhesive over welding repair

Scanning for leak (ASTM D7953) Identification and repair of leak

Plapitus can be driven into ground directly, manually or mechanically with electric, hydraulic or pneumatic or
machine mounted hammers. Stress jack is available to activate the load lock to develop the load. It is lightweight,
corrosion resistant, fast and easy to install, has minimum disturbance to soil, produces immediate quantifiable
load 10 to 200 kN and requires no grouting.

Erosion mat plastic anchor

Load locking gear schematic Temporary embankment stabilization

1) Stealth or bat anchor (chisel drive point with load locking gear)
2) Lower termination (to position anchor depth)
3) Wire tender or high yield steel rod or stainless steel bar or plastic

strap (the loading element)
4) Top accessory (load bearing plate)
5) Top termination (load bolt or wedge grip)

There are five components that make up an anchor system:
Anchor

Lower Termination Top Accessory

Wire Tendon/Rod Top Termination
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G and E has the privilege to be invited to share our experience in the
reinforced fill construction in a conference organized by Reinforced Earth.
Along side Anthony Lam, CGE from GEO office, Dave Woods from Low &
Bonar BV, Dimitri Plantier, Gary Power and Yassine Bennani from Terre
Armée Group, and John Cowland, an independent consultant, Gary brought
up the dilemma of the limited use of reinforced fill construction with
geosynthetics here, despite the recognized merits, extensive local and
worldwide project references, well documented GEO design guideline, pre-
approved material and continuous government support. Call Gary for the
presentation at gary@g-and-e.com.

Technical Note

3.

Compressive Behavior of Geocomposite Drainage Products
Geocomposite drainage product compressive behavior affects the flow capacity, a vital performance criterion. A
strong but ductile material deforms less under heavy load and therefore keep flow path intact. A rigid and stiff
core snap suddenly to block the entire flow path. Prior to 2006, the geosynthetics industry used ASTM D1621
(testing method for compressive properties of rigid cellular plastics) to provide load deformation curve. However,
a specified minimum sample height of 25 mm is not practical for geocomposite which are often less than 20 mm
thick, stacking up of sample to 25 mm yields unrealistic results. Since then, ASTM D6364 (testing method for
determining the short-term compression behavior of geosynthetics) has been published to underline the
shortcomings. Meanwhile, compressive strength of a geocomposite can be specified as either at yield point
and/or at the maximum acceptable deformation limit has been reached to ascertain a flow capacity. Contact
Gary at gary@g-and-e.com.

Opinion Column

International Geosynthetic Society is setting up funding for an ambassador program to
educate the educator, to provide resources such as instruction course material and
powerpoint presentation for teaching and training university students. The first Asian pilot
scheme was conducted in Thailand 8 years ago, it was too pre-matured. Geotextile,
geogrid and geomembrane are now no more new material and geosynthetics have
enjoyed a much wider application. Not only students but engineers may need to catch up
and to evidence the quick innovation.

Educate the Educator – Educate the Young

For Your Information
Conference on The Latest Development in Reinforced Fill Structure

Above: Collapsed profile, sudden loss 
all drainage capacity 620 kPa

413 kPa

207 kPa

69 kPa

3.5 kPa

Original profile of rigid stiff core

participants can extend their awareness by working with actual sample. While we have sponsors and
commitment to refresh the young, we are not sure if such occasion can be welcomed. Advise Nannette at
nannette@g-and-e.com your opinion or that from your organization.

We wish to borrow the idea to set up a half a day free of charge workshop, inviting
experts in the field to present the basic knowledge. During a complimentary lunch session,

Right: Flow decreases as the core gets thinner

Gary delivered the Limited Awareness of 
Geosynthetic in Reinforced Fill Construction

Silt Curtain Workshop
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Reader’s Response
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com.  For back issue, please write to nannette@g-and-e.com
or visit our website at www.g-and-e.com.

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purpose only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.

G and E Company Limited
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: wing@g-and-e.com website: www.g-and-e.com

Tell a Colleague
Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.

Unsubscribe If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject.

For Your Information (Con’t)
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IGS Membership
International Geosynthetics Society (IGS) is a renowned learned society dedicated
to the scientific and engineering development of geotextiles, geomembranes,
related geosynthetic products, and associated technologies.
G and E has been accepted as a corporate member, enjoying a closer network of
geosynthetics experts in the world. We will be able to offer local engineers first
hand knowledge of the latest industry happening, and accredited technical support
to local engineering.

Since four years ago, we have an annual company trip visiting our supplier to
bring our staff familiar with product knowledge manufacturing operation,
quality control and logistics.
This November, all our staff and their spouses, went on a cruise to Vietnam.
Our intention was to visit a geogrid reinforced wall site at Danang constructed
ten years ago. Unfortunately, typhoon flooded the harbour and we missed
the show case attraction.

Company Activities

2018 G and E Calendar
Every year, we develop our own calendar decorated with projects we endeavor, one of 
them could very well be yours. We are distributing the calendar to our clients starting 
from November. Please contact Shan Chiu for your copy at shan@g-and-e.com.  Limited 
copies are still available. On a first come first serve basis. 

2018 Desk Calendar

One of the great things about Christmas is family
gathering and having a big feast together. As per
our usual practice, we organized a buffet lunch
with our staff and their families one Saturday in
December. Gifts were prepared for the little ones,
and everyone had a good time and a very full
stomach.

Overseas Trip

Christmas Gathering

The saving grace was our fun time with childhood games like roller skate, basketball, ping-pong matches. Some of
us even tried out “flying under the wind”, bump bump car and rock climbing. Everyone had a good time, a good
rest and an overworked stomach.
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